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Outlined below is the COX submission to the Draft Greater Sydney Region Plan and 
accompanying District, Transport and Infrastructure Plans.

We base this submission on our earlier submissions to the Draft District Plans and the 
Draft Amendments to a Plan for Growing Sydney.

We are making this submission to the Draft Region Plan because;

• We have been interested in the future of Sydney for decades and have made public 
submissions to previous plans

• We use the Plans

• We advise clients about these Plans

• We have made inputs to the Draft District Plans

COX supports the establishment of the Greater Sydney Commission. For years we 
and many others were seeking an overarching and independent planning body for the 
greater metropolitan area of Sydney. Outlined below are a number of recommendations 
for the finalisation of the Draft Greater Sydney Region Plan.

We support the great work done to date.

Clearly this Plan continues to address many significant social and environmental plans 
previously absent from our city planning. We support the continuing development of 
these social and environmental considerations for Sydney. 

There is much to be supported in the Draft Greater Sydney Region Plan. Our 
submission attempts to recommend what we suggest might be improvements.

We have framed our submission around the 40 recommendations we made to the 
Draft District Plans. 

We have concentrated our submission on the broader Region Plan but also refer to 
particular district matters described in the new Draft District Plans.

A particular issue that needs clarification is the statement that the Region Plan is not 
government policy.

COX SUBMISSION TO THE DRAFT GREATER SYDNEY 
REGION PLAN, A Metropolis of Three Cities, October 2017 and 
accompanying District, Transport and Infrastructure Plans
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GENERAL PLAN FORM 

COX supports the aspiration for planning the metropolitan area with a 40 year horizon 
and supports a 20 year horizon for the District Plans. We support regular reviews for 
these Plans. 

There does not seem to be a commitment to review the Plans every five years. Reviews 
enable planning response and assumptions to be revised as the city grows and 
develops. It is also of concern that the Plans are still partly based on the 2011 Census so 
the Plans are already 5 years out of date.

1 RECOMMENDATION 

That the Region Plan and the District Plans be formally reviewed every 5 
years, in sequence with the Census and that the Plan be updated as soon 
as the 2016 Census statistics are available

Strategic Plans inevitably face the challenge of balancing identifying the challenges for 
the city and its districts with reporting statistics, explaining and marketing strategies, 
identifying objectives, actions and articulating actual Plan requirements. As users of 
the Plans we found the Draft Region Plan and the new Draft District Plans difficult 
to digest. The Plans should simply identify challenges and consequent requirements, 
with explanatory material in a separate publication. Whilst not suggested as statutory 
in nature the Plans should be drafted as if they were statutory. Repetition and 
unnecessary explanatory material could be removed from the Plans.

We support the one page vision for the region but query the notion that the Eastern 
and Central Cities have a centre and the Western City does not. They are all three 
complex metropolitan areas with many centres.

We suspect that the community will again find the complexity of the Drafts 
challenging. Each document could be halved in size with edited text.

The simplification of the documents is a productivity issue in itself. Thousands of hours 
can be saved for the thousands of users of the Plans.

2 RECOMMENDATION 

That the Region and District Plans be restricted to say 60 pages of maps 
and text, supported by separately published explanatory material. Where 
possible requirements should be maps rather than text. We recommend 
a further redrafting of the Plans to remove explanatory language and 
focus on the facts and requirements that is the Plan. Refer Appendix 1 for 
example of suggested simplification of drafting.
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We support the Directions, Metrics, Objectives and Planning Priorities approach, 
however the metrics could be focused on measurable facts as much as possible. The 
Plans should be described with high quality maps. There are virtually no maps in the 
District Plans. 

The previous background reports provided a wealth of analysis, evidence and detail. 
The challenge is to identify and reference critical information in the Region and 
District Plans and at the same time reduce the complexity and density of the Plans as 
documents.

3 RECOMMENDATION

That the District Plans restrict the text and high quality maps where 
possible to describing directions, metrics, objectives and planning 
priorities, with careful consideration as to how the maps might be used.

Good planning is based on good and regularly updated evidence.

We and others have called for a data base to underpin planning Sydney. The data base 
created by the Commission is to be applauded and must continue to be developed. 
The “Greater Sydney Dashboard” should be developed as an easily accessible and 
transparent platform for changing Sydney economic, social and environmental 
statistics. The Plans seem to partly rely on 2011 data.

Data should be as transparent as possible to ensure all have access to the same data.

4 RECOMMENDATION

That the Greater Sydney Dashboard should be developed as an easily 
accessible and transparent platform for changing Sydney economic, 
social and environmental statistics and projections. 
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Data and other background information is available and we note that a concise 
snapshot of the population, housing and job characteristics of each District are 
upfront in each Plan. These profiles do not allow for quick demographic, employment, 
economic drivers, open space etc comparisons and do not identify specific 
infrastructure needs such as schools, hospitals, housing etc

5 RECOMMENDATION

That a concise but broader current District profile be provided in each 
Plan for comparison purposes.

The government has quite rightly identified community participation in the planning 
process as a major objective, but the Plans seem quiet on the outcomes of community 
engagement in the process so far and the requirements for the future.

Every 5 year review could proceed through a public participation process to seek 
valuable responses to the Plan and identify community requirements at each phase. 
With time community participation will become more effective.

6 RECOMMENDATION

That Plans articulate how the community has participated and informed 
the process and how the Plans have responded to these matters. This 
process should be repeated with each 5 yearly review.
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GOVERNANCE

We and many others have called for a Sydney wide body to plan Sydney. We continue 
to applaud the establishment of the Greater Sydney Commission for the long term 
planning of Sydney.

7 RECOMMENDATION

That the Greater Sydney Commission be a permanent planning body.

The Draft Plans identify many roles and responsibilities for the GSC, INSW, 
Transport, GAO and the Department of Planning with the objective of managing 
the implementation of the Plans and now appear to be clear what the roles and 
responsibilities are in the overall governance of the delivery of the Plans as part 
of a whole of government strategy for Sydney. It is important that these roles and 
responsibilities are properly detailed and resourced and as transparently as possible.

8 RECOMMENDATION

That the roles and responsibilities of the Greater Sydney Commission, 
Infrastructure NSW, Transport, Government Architect’s Office and the 
Department of Planning are detailed and resourced as part of a whole of 
government long term strategy.             

That a clear decision making diagram is created.
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The statutory position of the District Plans is not clear to us. Given the many layers, 
federal, state, Sydney, district and local it is important that the statutory and policy 
position is as clear as possible. This is further complicated by the statement that “As 
the Commission is an independent agency, some actions and priorities included within 
this draft District Plan may not be NSW Government policy and may be subject to a 
business plan.”

In our view transparency and compliance is a significant objective for any efficient 
and effective planning process and the more clarity about the status of each Plan the 
better.

This is further complicated by questions around the status of the districts as agencies 
to coordinate the strategic issues and centres planning for each local council.

9 RECOMMENDATION

That the statutory and policy status and management of the Region and 
District Plans is made as clear as possible.

Many government departments are important to the delivery of high quality equitable 
urban renewal, such as INSW, Transport, Health, Education, Land, Housing, Family and 
Community Services, Justice, Environment and Heritage. Often very understandable 
state wide objectives and departmental priorities do not align for optimal metropolitan 
outcomes. 

All these departments and agencies could have representatives at a Greater Sydney 
Commission coordinating body at the Greater Sydney Region level and other 
coordinating bodies for each District. These bodies will be particularly significant 
assisting local councils develop coordinated centres plans.

10 RECOMMENDATION

That the role of other government departments and agencies in the 
delivery of each Plan is made clear in each Plan. That department and 
agency plans align with the Region Plan.
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The key component of the Plan for Growing Sydney is the concept of three Cities; 
East, Central and West, as focal points for growth and activity. Whilst the potential 
for Parramatta and for Western Sydney Airport are supported as catalytic forces for 
Sydney, there is still little evidence that any governance structure is contemplated to 
champion these three vast city areas. Nor is it clear how the Districts relate to the three 
Cities.

City boundaries are not clear and defined boundaries for the three Cities could be 
considered.

11 RECOMMENDATION

That City governance structures with adequate resources be established 
to identify the scale, develop and champion the three City concept. The 
Greater Sydney Commission should ensure that the Cities governance 
structures coordinate with the governance of the emerging five Districts 
and their local government areas.

We welcome the commitment to the Western City Deal but it remains unclear how 
the Western City Deal will be constructed, managed and implemented. As suggested 
in our previous submission it may be constructive to articulate a role for Mayors in the 
process. Our review of international benchmarks in the UK and the US suggests that 
city mayors are placed at the centre of district planning. Mayors were on the board of 
the Macarthur Growth Centre. Mayors are integral to the City Deals in the UK.

City deals should be as transparent as possible.

12 RECOMMENDATION

That a transparent process and clear responsibility for the development, 
management and implementation is identified for the Western City Deal.
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING &  
EQUITABLE ACCESS TO JOBS

Affordable and key worker housing is possibly Sydney’s most difficult challenge in the 
coming decades. The costs of not resolving this issue in equity, productivity, wellbeing, 
transport, health, education and social services are just beginning to be understood.

Local government attempts, while well intentioned, have achieved only marginal results. 
There is still no whole of government approach to this challenge.

A non-partisan evidence based approach is needed. A number of coordinated 
strategies are needed. It is not realistic for supply or any other single measure to 
resolve the problem.

Recent research indicated that up to 90,000 dwellings in Sydney may be empty. 
The focus of Objective 11, “Housing is more diverse and affordable” is welcomed, but 
requires engagement with others in addition to the Department of Planning.

13 RECOMMENDATION

That the NSW Government continue to develop a whole of government 
approach to the delivery of affordable housing through the Affordable 
Rental Housing Target, engaging Local, State and the Federal 
Government.

International benchmarks of comparable global cities show that current planning 
requirements for affordable housing in new development are still too low. New York 
new zoning provisions are 20%, London is higher. New York has just removed the “20% 
if viable” by removing the density bonus for affordable housing and mandating 20%.

14 RECOMMENDATION

That a mandatory requirement for at least 20% affordable housing be 
part of the Plans.
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Equitable access to jobs, with affordable housing, is still the most pressing challenge for 
Sydney. It was sobering to read in the previous background reports, that while the half 
hour city is the aspiration, that currently public transport provides access to only 6% 
of jobs in Sydney for a resident of the South West District. Detailed mapping of travel 
times to areas of high value jobs must be charted, monitored and reported.

Sydney should review its policy of feeding all its public transport to and through the 
Sydney CBD.

The Western City is key, but public transport does not seem to be a priority in the 
Plans. Encouraging executive housing in the Western City and encouraging public 
transport may assist attracting industry and jobs

15 RECOMMENDATION

That public transport infrastructure be prioritised over roads to the areas 
with the least public transport access, particularly in the Western City. 
This would be a game changer.
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A HIGH VALUE JOBS STRATEGY

Economic forces shape the changing nature and geography of jobs.

We believe that the three Cities initiative is potentially an excellent acknowledgement of this 
reality, however land use zoning in isolation is not effective unless supported by sufficient 
public transport.

Centres such as Norwest were not included in previous plans that predicted jobs in more 
traditional centres. Business and science parks developed around the world responding to 
global circumstances. This is changing again.

Western Sydney Airport is strongly supported as it acknowledges the importance of transport 
hubs. World benchmarks also demonstrate that such hubs are only successful if supported by 
significant investment in public transport, education and cultural facilities.

A reality is that the current focus of Western Sydney University and Sydney University 
growth is quite rightly Parramatta and Westmead. A strategy will need to be developed for 
an education hub that complements the Western Sydney Airport hub. Health, education and 
other employment should not be displaced by residential development. This requires careful 
mixed use zoning.

The role and location of high value manufacturing needs to be properly understood. The Plans 
identify actions by Councils and other planning authorities and do identify related government 
initiatives. The Western City would benefit from comprehensive management of this by the 
Greater Sydney Commission with Jobs for NSW. 

16 RECOMMENDATION

That particular priority continues to be applied to researching, 
understanding and realising the significant potential of Western Sydney 
Airport as a catalyst for a new form of city with high quality jobs. 
Clustering of jobs should not be displaced by residential development.
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Existing plans for each strategic and district centre were shown in the District Plans. We note 
that specific plans for each centre are no longer identified in the plans and each plan addresses 
Planning Priorities in response to the overall Plan Directions. Presumably Councils will be 
responsible for developing plans for each centre. This requirement should be made very clear. 

The role of GSC regional and district planning in the local council development of centre 
planning should be clarified.                                                                            

17 RECOMMENDATION

That the requirement for Councils to develop centres plans be made 
clear and that all the particular challenges, objectives and requirements 
for each centre are identified with each centre plan developed by local 
councils.
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Draft Greater Sydney Region Plan, A Metropolis of 
Three Cities, Our Greater Sydney 2056

The Draft Greater Sydney Region Plan remains silent on Sydney’s relationship to the 
surrounding parts of NSW. The Central Coast, the great parks, Lithgow and the west, 
the Southern Highlands, Wollongong and the Illawarra are important to Sydney as 
Sydney is important to them. The interfaces, future connections, bypasses and growth 
could be identified in the Draft Greater Sydney Region Plan. The edges are important.

Whilst the Draft Future Transport Strategy 2056 does address growing the network 
in NSW it does not identify a hierarchy of public transport connecting Sydney to the 
surrounding parts of NSW. The Draft Services and Infrastructure Plan does not address 
these significant connections.

These places connected to Sydney can be another part of the strategy for affordable 
housing and jobs for Sydney.

18 RECOMMENDATION

That the Plans recognise the Central Coast, the great parks, Lithgow 
and the west, the Southern Highlands, Wollongong and the Illawarra 
significance, growth, bypasses and a hierarchy of connections to Sydney 
and Sydney’s significance and connections to them.

To create a more equitable metropolis the very significant paradigm shift to three 
Cities needs to be explained as a solution to the challenges facing Sydney, supported 
by identification of the challenges and evidence to support the strategy to meet the 
challenges. Whilst it is a powerful idea the Plans do not articulate the challenges that 
drive the idea, other than the predicted growth to 8 million people and beyond and the 
importance of successful centres to a successful public transport system.

19 RECOMMENDATION

That the Plan clearly articulate the challenges facing Sydney and why the 
three Cities strategy will meet those challenges. 
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It is critical that the District Plans support and coordinate with the amended 
metropolitan plan. The districts should not be independent regions. We support the 
new Western City District with the Western Sydney Airport as its centrepiece. With 
the shift to common Directions and consequent Planning Priorities, work will need to 
continue to be done to integrate the Plans to support a seamless Greater Sydney. The 
Greater Sydney Commission could take responsibility for the District edges.

20 RECOMMENDATION

That each District Plan clearly demonstrate how it seamlessly supports 
the other District Plans and the overall Greater Sydney Region Plan.

We welcome the issue of the transport and infrastructure plans with the draft Greater 
Sydney Region and District Plans. It is important that the role of the Draft Future 
Transport Strategy 2056 and the Draft Services and Infrastructure Plan, how they 
have been developed, how they are funded and how they support the Plan, continues 
to be explained and coordinated. We believe that change will not happen without a 
continuing coordinated focus on transport infrastructure, particularly public transport 
investment.

The transport and infrastructure plans are a vision and should develop firm 
commitments.

21 RECOMMENDATION

That the transport and infrastructure plans develop firm commitments 
for public transport.
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The Western City strategy should develop a plan that commits to links and networks 
to the new airport and its employment lands to Penrith, Parramatta, Liverpool and 
Campbelltown and links each centre to each other with effective public transport to 
ensure that each gains the maximum benefit from each other. We note that even by 
2056 there is no proposed direct rail link between the Western Sydney Airport and 
Liverpool, yet both centres are in the same local government area.

22 RECOMMENDATION

That the Transport Master Plan provides effective and committed public 
transport links between the new airport and employment lands, Penrith, 
Parramatta, Liverpool and Campbelltown centres, all linked to each other

Every centre plan should be supported by evidence that the Transport and 
Infrastructure Plans can deliver public transport to support equitable working and 
living population projections. This would send a clear message that the Plans are well 
coordinated. There has been criticism in the past that population projections have not 
been supported by transport plans that support those projections. 

This may be complicated by the responsibility for centre planning with local councils.

23 RECOMMENDATION

That working and living population projections for centres be supported 
by evidence that the Transport and Infrastructure Plans can support the 
projections.
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Another key catalyst for the new Cities will be commitment to cultural institutions. 
Overseas benchmarking by the Brookings Institution and others highlight the need for 
these facilities to attract high value jobs. The Plans refer to a new Cultural Infrastructure 
Program which seems to focus on major projects. Programmes will need committed 
funding, particularly in the Western City.

Sydney has always concentrated cultural facilities in the Sydney centre. All Sydney’s 
institutions could have branches around the Greater Sydney Region.

24 RECOMMENDATION

That a commitment to the funding and development of existing and new 
cultural institutions in the new Cities, particularly the Western City is 
made in the Plans.

Whilst the urban transformation of Sydney Olympic Park is identified as a success with 
its excellent parklands and strong residential development a better rail link may have 
attracted non-residential owners and tenants. We note that Sydney Olympic Park is 
being considered for a new and essential metro station. Other centres will require early 
rail connections, such as Western Sydney Airport and the new Western City. This will be 
complicated by the responsibility for centre plans with local councils.

25 RECOMMENDATION

That centre case studies continue to be undertaken for lessons to be 
learned about the importance of early transport connection.
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DISTRICT PLANS

The boundaries of each district are formed by local government boundaries. This leads 
to a number of debatable district boundaries. For example should Hurlstone Park to 
Belmore be within the Central District. We support the combination of the West District 
and the South West District as one Western City District.

Boundaries should identify the different characteristics of particular districts.

Further adjustments would help the rationalisation of each district boundary.

26 RECOMMENDATION

That the district boundaries be reviewed to create the best district 
definition possible.

The Draft Plans do not reference the Plans and actions from adjoining districts.  The 
edges of each district may interface with adjoining districts. It would be helpful to 
understand what is proposed around these edges. The Greater Sydney Region Plan 
with focus on Directions and Objectives for the greater region does not address this 
issue. 

27 RECOMMENDATION

That each District Plan identify what is planned along adjoining district 
boundaries.
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The Draft Plans still identify key elements as liveability, productivity and sustainability. 
We believe it may be better to identify the key elements as economic, social and 
environmental. These are more conventional planning terms, less marketing speak and 
more measurable. For example, Australia’s productivity is a complex economic issue 
not necessarily related to growth. The Commission has commissioners responsible for 
economic, social and environmental planning.

28 RECOMMENDATION

That the District Plans incorporate Economic Planning Priorities, Social 
Planning Priorities and Environmental Planning Priorities rather than 
“Liveability, Productivity and Sustainability”.

The Regional Pan now identifies a table of Directions, Metrics and Objectives for the 
Greater Sydney Region. The District Plans repeat the tables of Directions and Metrics 
and identify Planning Priorities for each district. Actions and responsibilities are to be 
found with the text of each Planning Priority. These actions and responsibilities will 
require funding and resources, particularly local government resources.

29 RECOMMENDATION

That planning priorities, actions, and agency responsibility be funded, 
properly resourced and summarised in an executive action and 
responsibility summary.

The draft Plans refer to transport and freight strategies for Sydney, and now map 
transport and freight plans for each district.

30 RECOMMENDATION

That transport and freight plans for each district continue to be mapped 
in each District Plan.
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Whilst the draft District Plans refer to growing health and education needs we 
recommend that the Plans could put some metrics around growth projections for 
classrooms, hospital beds, aged care beds, social housing bedrooms, affordable 
housing bedrooms, active recreation facilities, tennis courts, swimming pools and 
indoor courts. This is set aside as actions by others, but no metrics are provided for 
each District. District planning would benefit from metrics about this in each Plan.

31 RECOMMENDATION

That each District Plan identify actual targets for classrooms, hospital 
beds, aged care beds, social housing bedrooms, affordable housing 
bedrooms, active recreation facilities, tennis courts, swimming pools and 
indoor courts.

We support the District Plans design-led planning objectives. We support the 
encouragement of well designed strategic public domain frameworks as the basis for 
the planning of all places in Sydney. We support an emphasis on heritage and history. 
We support Better Placed as an integrated design policy. We support consistent and 
transparent design excellence processes.

Design is a creative process.

32 RECOMMENDATION

That all centre and place planning encourage design excellence with 
appropriate designers, and consistent and transparent design review 
processes in accordance with Better Placed.
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Whilst the District Plans recognise the importance of heritage there do not seem to 
be strategies or actions that encourage building on our knowledge of our heritage. 
Conservation is an endless process of discovery so the continuing study of what is 
significant should be encouraged. 

Heritage protection should not be lifted by the application of over-riding State planning 
policy. The same protection process should apply to all recognised 18th, 19th, 20th 
and indeed 21st century heritage items and conservation areas. All yet to be identified 
heritage items, places and areas should also be protected as they are identified.

33 RECOMMENDATION

That the District Plans encourage continuing heritage research and the 
continuing identification of new state and local items, places and areas 
from the 18th, 19th, 20th and 21st centuries.

34 RECOMMENDATION

That State and other environmental policies not be permitted to over-
ride local and state heritage protection

The District Plans encourage the management of coastal landscapes and the 
management of the foreshores of Sydney Harbour, Broken Bay, Botany Bay and Port 
Hacking. These places define Sydney and they should be protected and managed. 
Clear landscape, public access and built form policies could be developed for these 
places. Height should set back from the foreshore edge.

Sydney’s ocean, harbour and river foreshores are Sydney’s greatest asset.

35 RECOMMENDATION

That the District Plans encourage the development of detailed policies 
that protect and manage the foreshores of the Pacific Ocean, Sydney 
Harbour, Broken Bay, Botany Bay, Port Hacking and the rivers that serve 
these places.
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We suspect the public are not convinced about the value of biodiversity offsets as 
justification for the removal of existing habitat and that there is no justification for 
removing existing habitat. It may be better for District Plans to identify areas of 
environmental value and protect them.

36 RECOMMENDATION

That areas of high environmental value and important habitat are 
mapped and included in the District Plans as protected areas.

The appropriate requirements for public open space are a source of constant debate. 
This is becoming more important as the density of parts of Sydney increase. The 
planning process would be greatly enhanced by the development of clear public open 
space and recreation area requirements linked to various density plans.

37 RECOMMENDATION

That public open space and public recreation area metric requirements 
for various densities be identified in District Plans.

The District Plans seem to be silent on the issue of density. There are many definitions 
and descriptions of density in play at the moment. Sydney is starting to see very high 
density development in world terms. The issue of density is raised in the Commission’s 
Report on initial phase of community and stakeholder engagement.

It would be helpful to examine our definitions of density. Recent work in London has 
suggested that there may be 5 levels of density, low, medium, high, very high and ultra 
high or super density. These different densities make different demands on open space, 
amenity, services and transport.

Density may be measured in dwellings per hectare, bedrooms per hectare, etc. Agreed 
definitions may aid the important discussion about density with the public and service 
providers.

38 RECOMMENDATION

That the Commission initiate a study into the definitions of density and 
recommend new standards for levels of density.
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The Greater Sydney Region Plan on a page could be reviewed to create a more 
balanced centres hierarchy. A reading of the Plan suggests that the only development 
proposed outside the identified centres are TODs located on the new Sydney Metro 
and the Urban Renewal Corridor to Campbelltown. This seems to be a limited centres 
plan and evidence should be provided to prove that the centres and TODs on the plan 
can deliver the jobs identified as required. Other centres could include new centres 
north and south of the Western Sydney Airport and through Central and Western 
Sydney could be identified.

The Plan could contemplate direct connection from Liverpool to the new airport and 
Parramatta to Castle Hill.

A new health and education precinct could be identified for the Western City. 

39 RECOMMENDATION

That the Greater Sydney Region Plan contemplate additional 
connections and connected centres for Sydney to achieve the jobs for 
2056.

The development of the Western Sydney Airport at Badgerys Creek represents 
a remarkable opportunity to deliver a world-class, integrated, sustainable new 
Aerotropolis which will enable the growing population of the Greater Sydney Region 
to live, work, learn, shop, recreate and travel in a socially, environmentally and 
economically sustainable way. 

The Western Sydney Airport project has the potential to be a truly transformative 
city-shaping project, to provide a once in a generation opportunity to fully integrate 
land use, transport and infrastructure planning within Sydney. Investment in the Airport 
will help drive a more diversified, competitive and sustainable economy and generate 
substantial and lasting economic, social and environmental benefits for Western 
Sydney.



Successful Aerotropolii comprise an inter-related network of synergistic uses and 
users that extend far beyond the physical boundaries of the airport and associated 
infrastructure. 

They are a conurbation of transport oriented uses, movement networks, employment-
generating uses, strategic centres, health and education precincts, aero industries, 
defence industries, agribusinesses, recreational infrastructure, all supported by a 
diverse range of housing and workforce. A new major centre could be located around 
the lands in government ownership at Orchard Hills connecting development to the 
western corridor.

Planning must recognise the divide between north and south created by flight paths.

The delivery of the Airport is an opportunity to comprehensively plan for a new 
Aerotropolis, an economic corridor for Western Sydney extending from Penrith in the 
North to Campbelltown in the South through the Airport at Badgerys Creek. 

The Plan should consider connectivity between Richmond Airport and Western Sydney 
Airport.

Realisation of the full potential of the Airport and the wider Aerotropolis requires an 
integrated land use and transport plan focused around the arc of economic activity, 
encompassing the Western Sydney Airport. 

The arc of activity incorporates the magnet infrastructure of the Airport, M7, M12, Outer 
Sydney Orbital and the South West Rail Link/Metro extension, and associated land 
uses including future Strategic Centres, innovation and industry precincts and a diverse 
range of residential communities shown in Figure 1.

The Western City transport system should provide direct links to each centre through 
the new airport. By 2056 direct lines from the Western Sydney Airport should link to 
Parramatta, Liverpool, Penrith, Campbelltown and the new centres north and south of 
the airport.

40 RECOMMENDATION

That the Greater Sydney Commission consider the broader extent of the 
Western Sydney City, which transcends three District boundaries, and 
develop a comprehensive structure plan to ensure that developments 
aligned with the plan bring activity (variety of uses) and amenity (green 
and blue grid elements) in line with the delivery of the airport in 2026.
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Figure 1. Proposed Structure Plan for Western Sydney Airport City
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The current plan for Western Sydney Airport has only one entrance to the airport itself, 
an entry to the north east. To maximise the economic impact of the airport we suggest 
an alternative airport plan with say four entry point be considered. The single entrance 
will create long term limitations on the economic power of the airport on Sydney and 
Western Sydney.

41 RECOMMENDATION

That an airport plan with up to four airport entry points be considered.

Authors: John Richardson, Lachlan Abercrombie, Bob Meyer, Lucy Booth, Laura Clarke
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APPENDIX 1

We attach an appendix that presumptuously suggests a simplified drafting of the Plans. 
We have taken a page at random and suggested redrafted text. It is essential that the 
Plans be as accessible as possible. 

3 LIVEABILITY

The Western City District offers;
• Urban, suburban and rural lifestyles
• A range of diverse, historic, picturesque and multi-cultural centres
• Rich environmental, Aboriginal, cultural and natural heritage
• Rivers, bushland and farmland
• Panoramic views across Greater Sydney

The District population will be ageing, with those over 85 growing by 206%
Single person households will grow by 72% overall and are expected to grow by:
• 238% in Camden LGA
• 91% in Liverpool LGA and
• 87% in Wollondilly LGA

As a result comparatively fewer working-age people will live in the District but couples 
with children will remain the dominant household type.

With the planned Western Sydney Airport and Badgerys Creek Aerotropolis the 
district will grow by some 464,000 people by 2036 requiring 184,500 homes, average 
occupancy 2.5 persons per dwelling.

Liveability is about quality of life with housing, infrastructure and services that meet 
people’s needs. A range of affordable house types in the right location enables people 
to stay in their communities and neighbourhoods as they transition through life.

A place based and collaborative planning approach is proposed to enhance liveability 
with deign excellence and great walkable places, neighbourhoods and centres. 
Liveability is based on the following planning priorities;
• Providing services and social infrastructure to meet people’s changing needs
• Fostering walkable, healthy, creative, innovative, culturally rich and socially 

connected communities 
• Providing housing choice and affordability with access to jobs and services
• Creating and renewing great places and fine grain centres, and respecting the 

District’s heritage.
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3 Liveability. 

The Western City District offers suburban and rural 
lifestyles with city benefits such as varied shopping 
and dining experiences and opportunities for 
authentic cultural expression. Diverse and distinctive 
urban centres like Liverpool, Greater Penrith and 
Campbelltown-Macarthur contrast with the historic 
and picturesque towns of Richmond, Windsor, 
Camden and Picton and multi-cultural hubs like 
Cabramatta and Fairfield and new communities in 
priority growth areas. The District’s bushland, rivers 
and panoramic views across Greater Sydney are 
international tourist attractions. The District is also 
rich in environmental heritage including Aboriginal 
places and areas of cultural and natural heritage 
significance.

As the District transitions through the emergence 
of the Western Sydney Airport and Badgerys Creek 
Aerotropolis into a major city area, the District’s 
population will grow by around 464,000 people. As 
the overall population grows, it is also ageing. The 
number of residents aged over 85 is expected to grow 
by 206 per cent, while the number of single-person 
households is expected to grow by 72 per cent. 
Growth in these households is expected in the local 
government areas of Camden (238 per cent), Liverpool 
(91 per cent) and Wollondilly (87 per cent), although 
couples with children are expected to remain the 
dominant household type in the District. As a result, 
there will be comparatively fewer working-age people 
(20–64 years) living in the District.

Together with overall population growth of around 
464,000 (2016–2036), these demographic changes 
mean that an additional 184,500 homes will be 
required in the District by 2036.

Liveability is about people’s quality of life. 
Maintaining and improving liveability means 
housing, infrastructure and services that meet 
people’s needs; and the provision of a range of 
housing types in the right locations with measures 
to improve affordability. This enables people to stay 
in their neighbourhoods and communities as they 
transition through life.

Creating and renewing great places, neighbourhoods 
and centres requires place-based planning and 
design excellence that builds on local strengths and 
focuses on public places and open spaces.

Great places are walkable – they are designed, 
built and managed to encourage people of all ages 
and abilities to walk or cycle for leisure, transport 
or exercise. This requires fine grain urban form 
and land use mix at the heart of neighbourhoods. 
Walkable, great places that demonstrate these 
characteristics promote healthy, active lifestyles and 
social interaction and can better support the arts, 
creativity, cultural expression and innovation.

A place-based and collaborative approach is required 
to maintain and enhance the liveability of the 
Western City District and can be achieved by the 
following Planning Priorities:

• Providing services and social infrastructure to 
meet people’s changing needs.

• Fostering healthy, creative, culturally rich and 
socially connected communities.

• Providing housing supply, choice and 
affordability, with access to jobs and services.

• Creating and renewing great places and local 
centres, and respecting the District’s heritage.
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